
TAKE CONTROL OF THE 
CALL EXPERIENCE

IMPROVE CALL ANSWER RATES, INCREASE REVENUES
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That is often the case for:

� Enterprises that have Telephone Numbers 
(TNs) from multiple Telephone Number Service 
Providers (TNSPs)

� Businesses that route calls to multiple 
Originating Service Providers (OSP) for least 
cost routing or redundancy

� Many entities (Contact centers, enterprises, 
some VOIP service providers) want to sign calls 
themselves, but cannot because they are  
not eligible

Read the eBook: Outbound Calls Being Marked as Spam 
or Blocked? Find Out What You Can Do About It!

Over eighty percent of enterprises 
rank the phone channel as very 
important to their customer 
experience, but many legitimate 
outbound calls don’t get through 
to customers. That’s often because 
their calls receive a low STIR/SHAKEN 
attestation level, causing them to be 
mis-tagged as spam or blocked. Over 
half of business calls are not signed 
with an attestation level of “A”.  

Stop Spam  
Mis-tagging by 
Signing Your  
Own Calls

https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/impact-of-stir-shaken-attestation
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/impact-of-stir-shaken-attestation
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With the approval and implementation of Delegate 
Certificates by the STI-PA and STI-GA in October 
2021, those entities that were previously excluded, 
including enterprises, are now able to sign their 
own calls. That means their calls will get higher 
attestation levels, ensuring they are less likely to 
get mis-tagged as spam or blocked.

Now You Can Leverage 
Delegate SHAKEN End 
Entity Certificates
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Attestation levels are determined by the Originating 
Service Provider (OSP) that initiates the call. To 
determine the attestation level, the OSP considers:

� The relationship they have with the enterprise:  
Is this enterprise my customer?

� The phone number: Did I give this TN to the 
enterprise? 

Read the eBook: Overcoming the Attestation Gap. 
A Technical Guide for CSPs and Enterprises.

Why’s It So Hard To 
Get an “A” in STIR/
SHAKEN Attestation?

https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/overcoming-the-attestation-gap
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/overcoming-the-attestation-gap
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Same consumer, same 
originating number. 

Why a different experience?
Enterprise uses a TN from 
TNSP #1 to call a customer

OSP #1

TNSP #1

OSP #2

STI-AS

TNSP – Telephone Number Service Provider
OSP – Originating Service Provider

Unsigned

TN-703-123-5678 PBX / SBC,
BPO,

Contact Center

ENTERPRISE

STI-AS
OSP #2 signs with 
”B” and sends with 
SHAKEN PASSporT

PSTN

A common situation is when an enterprise obtains a TN from a service provider other than the OSP. The OSP 
has no way of knowing if the enterprise is authorized to use that TN. As a result, an enterprise call to the 
same customer, using the same originating number, can have different results. As shown below, OSP #2 does 
not recognize the TN as one they gave the enterprise, therefore gives the call a “B” attestation, while OSP 
#1 gives the call an “A” because they provided the TN to the enterprise.

Telephone Numbers from Different Service Providers
THE CHALLENEGE
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As shown in the image that follows, the enterprise alerts the OSP via a Delegate SHAKEN End Entity Certificate 
that the enterprise has been vetted, and is authorized to use the TN, so both OSPs sign the call with an “A”.

Same consumer 
call experience.

Enterprise uses a TN from 
TNSP #1 to call a customer

OSP #1
Neustar
STI-SCA

TNSP #1

OSP #2

STI-AS

TN-703-123-5678

ENTERPRISE

STI-AS

PSTN
OSP #2 signs with ”A” 

and sends call with 
SHAKEN PASSporT 

(and RCD PASSporT)

Sign w/Delegate 
SHAKEN Cert 
from Neustar

OSP#1 = A attestation
SHAKEN Cert + OSP#2 = A attestation

SOLUTION: Enterprise signs call with a Delegate SHAKEN End Entity Certificate
WHY? Both calls receive Attestation A 
a) OSP#1 signs call normally
b) OSP#2 signs with A because Delegate SHAKEN Certificate alerts OSP that enterprise has been vetted, 

and is authorized to use this TN 

PBX / SBC,
BPO,

Contact Center

Delegate SHAKEN End Entity Certificates
THE SOLUTION

GREAT NEWS! Now Delegate SHAKEN End Entity Certificates can 
ensure calls get the highest attestation level possible!
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We’ve outlined the steps on the following 
page for your enterprise to obtain Delegate 
SHAKEN End Entity Certificates to ensure 
your calls get the highest attestation level 
possible – and reach customers.

How to Get Delegate 
SHAKEN End  
Entity Certificates 
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Working with Neustar, a TransUnion 
company, the enterprise obtains 
a delegate certificate from the 
TNSP so they can sign their calls 
themselves.

Steps to Get 
Delegate SHAKEN 
Certificate

STEP PROCESS

Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Trusted Call 
Solutions

(TCS)

TCS TNSP

TNSP

TNSP

STI-CR

STI-SCA

KMS
STI-AS/SKS

STI-CA

Vetting
Service

1

4

2

5

3

6

Enterprise works with Neustar
to go to each TNSP to request
a delegate end entity certificate

Agreement

Vet

Request

Request

Issue

Request

Issue

STI (SHAKEN) 
Certificate
(CA = TRUE)

Delegate 
End Entity 
Certificate

Delegate 
End Entity 
Certificate

Deliver

Store

TNSP sends request for STI 
(SHAKEN) Certificate to an 
approved STI-CA

Enterprise request processed 
by Vetting Service (Are you who 
you say you are? Do you have 
rights to use these TNs?)

=

STI-SCA, on behalf of 
TNSP, issues a delegate end 
entity certificate for vetted 
Enterprise TNs

Neustar requests an STI (SHAKEN) 
Certificate from TNSP that can be 
further delegated

Delegate End Entity Certificate 
is stored in publicly accessible 
STI-CR and complete keystore 
in Enterprise STI-AS-SKS

LEARN HOW ENTERPRISE 
CERTIFIED CALLER (ECC) 
CAN HELP

ECC enables you to digitally sign 
your calls, and authenticate your 
outbound calls with the highest 
possible attestation level.  
Find out more here.

https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/enterprise-certified-caller


We Can Help You Make Sure Your 
Calls Get Answered.
Neustar, a TransUnion company, is a pioneer in call authentication as the co-author of STIR 
standards and early contributor to the SHAKEN framework, and we play an ongoing leadership 
role in defining industry standards with ATIS, IETF, and CRTC. We provide the industry’s reference 
implementation of STIR/SHAKEN as the exclusive operator of the ATIS Robocalling Testbed, 
where real world STIR/SHAKEN implementations are being tested for interoperability, and 
Neustar leads the industry in commercial call authentication deployments.

Learn more about Enterprise Certified Caller (ECC), visit the STIR/SHAKEN Resource Hub  
or email callerid@team.neustar.
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